We do the sharing that gets you to your healthcare data goals.

Provided from a single source.

A catalyst for innovation, with everybody working together

HSX Market Street enables access to consolidated or discrete health data of consumers across a region. It supports business, patient, and professional uses. Here’s who benefits from this new tool: consumers | providers | insurers | employers | start-ups & app developers | and anyone who can deliver a service, product, or decision driven by the health records of millions.

Health data is a personal asset. Now let’s get the value of that information to people. With APIs that do seamless data routing and conversion, including carrying medical care updates in real-time, Market Street accelerates new data uses while putting security of healthcare information first. It drives applications, solutions, enterprise direction, and resource allocation.

- better consumer engagement in all enterprises
- pairing with information from wearable and other Internet of things (IoT) devices and with the information technology of business, clinical, or operational systems
- data coupled with both automation and insight

HSX Market Street is community owned — a repository of answers on care and health for millions. Use it to create models for millions more. Consumers and other users tap the power of healthcare records through a medium of their choice, empowering them to share data in the ways, the apps, and the portals they prefer.

Innovate • Build • Deliver

HealthShare Exchange

Our newest business line:

855-479-7372 • www.healthshareexchange.org • Learn more at hsxmarketstreet.com
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